A He said - She said
is a no win situation
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Jesus said, "Come unto me." (Matthew 11:28-30)
He knows if the accusations are true or false, IF they are true, then repent and except the Grace
of God for forgiveness. He PAID for ALL our sins and iniquities on Calvary's Cross (Psa. 1031-5)
IF they are false, then count it all JOY for you know and Jesus knows its a false accusation.
(Jas 1:2-8) (Mt 5:44)
You see, Jesus justified us and if we try to justify ourselves, all we end up doing is add fuel to
the fire.
Pr 13:10 Only by pride cometh contention: it is PRIDE that makes us retaliate. There are only
three things Satan uses against us, that is the LUST of the Flesh, the LUST of the Eyes AND
the PRIDE of life.
I have heard and repeated this story many times, but it is so true.
There were two men sitting across from each other, when one man filled his mouth with saliva
and spit in the other mans face. The guy jumped up and said, "You make me so mad," when in
reality," the guy made him wet. The other guy CHOSE to get mad, everyday life is full of
choices. If you choose to give your PRIDE and OLD NATURE to God, then you don't get
mad or upset or even ticked off. (Ro 12:2)

(Ro 6:6,) (Eph 4:22,) (Col

3:9)
You see we can choose to cast our cares or accusation on the Lord (and have inner peace), or
choose to TRY and justify yourself and blow the whole situation way out of proportion. (1Pe
5:7)
And all the time, all that was at stake, was what YOU think, other people will think of YOU.
Was Jesus concerned with what the Pharisees thought of him?
ONLY BY PRIDE cometh contention: If you have buried your old nature with Christ and died to
SELF, then why do you try to justify yourself?
You have to be totally honest with yourself, RELIGION OR YOUR OLD NATURE will not
allow you to be honest with yourself. It will give you multiple reasons as to why you should
JUSTIFY YOURSELF and not take responsibility for your choices.
You cannot be tempted with something you have not mulled around in your mind, and
remember: all those that lie, are tale bearers, those that stir up strife and do not repent and stop,
will not enter the kingdom of heaven. (Re 21:8)
As we persist and learn to give or surrender our hurts, dislikes and so on, to Jesus which is
basically our pride and self will. You will be amazed at your transformation, this not a one time

cure all as the old nature wants to resurrect itself and when it does, tell it to take a hike and
choose to think of things that are nice.
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